
    This small volume contains no bibliography, no references, no indexes, and just a few 
footnotes for clarity.  It truly has no beginning and no ending in keeping with Q/A’s notion of 
looped reality.  And while I have included a Prologue and Epilogue, I’m suggesting here that the 
book can be read backward or even from the middle out, for there is no formal progression here, 
just as there is no formal progression in the universe.  Only expansion is possible: from spiraling 
galaxies in the cosmos to the spiraling DNA in your triative consciousness.  Aside from that, you 
have your space/timeline, and that’s it.  It’s uniquely yours for eternity.  So enjoy! 
   It’s why, I am predicting, Q/A will not be accepted by academia, the general public, or even 
the antidisestablishmentarianism nuts among us.  It provides no hope, no escape, no 
redemption as we enter the last stages of a failing world.  Only, perhaps, the possibility that an 
alien culture will take pity on us and take over the reins of a pale horse gone wild.  
   That it happens in our lifetimes is perhaps a 50/50 shot.  I expect the odds to be much greater 
in 30 or 50 years, when it becomes obvious to all 12-billion of us that our planet is doomed. 
That all is lost, irretrievable.  And that depression -- the morbid sense of loss -- has overtaken 
our lives as no global movement has ever before.  At that point we all become Schrodinger cats 
-- alive and dead at the same time.  Except there will be no observer to declare which state 
we’re in.  Unless, as I say, some kind extraterrestrial race examines our littered box to assist an 
ailing race of survivors. 
   For we have started way too late to problem-solve our present predicament.  It’s even too late 
for band-aids like forbidding plastic straws and promoting children’s sunglasses.  It would be 
almost laughable were it not so dire.  And no, even if you pray to it, Artificial Intelligence will not 
overtake our own triative intelligence in the decades we have left.  We will need robots for space 
exploration, to be sure, while back home on ‘lil ole Earth, AI will as assuredly kill off our species, 
just as we humans have already made extinct a million other creatures. 
    But in Q/A’s Way of the Future, there are a few things that may extend the time we have 
between now and whenever, if ever, benevolent extraterrestrials come to our rescue -- or we 
have the capability of planetary travel for a large breeding population (or its DNA) to escape 
Earth and recreate an updated version of ourselves someplace else in the galaxy. 
 

1.  We need to go from a binary to a trinary (qubit) system of writing code to accommodate 
photon-driven quantum computers now under development. 

2.  Invert the pathway of any new CERN-type particle collider to a Clifford Torus 
             configuration in order to better understand the physics of inter-dimensional travel.  
      3,   Give the United Nations Security Council power to enforce a ban on nuclear weapons  
             with random on-site inspections and tough economic sanctions for lawbreakers. 
      4.   That same body would enforce a global ban on all carbon-based fuels  (greenhouse 
             gas emissions) within 10 years while building 1,000 solar-run desalination plants. 
      5.   We must start to use our oceans for farming new sources of protein and carbohydrates--  
            from seaweed, plankton and small crustaceans to sardine and anchovy. 
      6.   A mandated tax on the rich in prosperous countries throughout the world would go for  
            education, health and housing for the poor in that country. 
 
 



 
      7.   In poorer countries,  a minimum income in digital bitcoin form, for all who do not reach 
            a poverty threshold that can only be exchanged for basic food and shelter. 
      8.   The installation of AI robotics in any manufacturing or agricultural capacity only when  
            shown it does not replace a human worker. 
      9.   Mandatory free vaccinations for all infants in every religion, sect or culture in the world 
            paid for by tax-credited drug companies.  
    10.   Your turn.  
 
    These are just a few things that can be done now to delay, and even reverse, the progress of 
neglect and disrespect for our planet.  I’m sure you can think of a few more.   The ones I have 
noted do not involve politics, only common sense and common values.   For our survival now 
depends not on debate and division but on human connection, unity and action.  
    In Q/A’s view, right now we are on the fulcrum -- the balance point -- of survival.  We can see 
with our own eyes that throughout the world, cracks in the concrete of peace, prosperity and 
stability are appearing.  Without the necessary repair they will expand, expand to the point of 
implosion.   That is how all systems fall into themselves and disappear. 
    We still have in our hands the choice of delaying this apocalyptic era, or running full tilt into it 
fully ignorant of the consequences which await us.  Q/A has sounded the alarm and has 
provided you with some mind-expanding alternatives to a catastrophic vision.  That was our 
mission.  What you do with Q/A from here on out is eternally up to you. 
 
 
                                                                         --- 
 
 
                                                                       Finis  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  
 
 


